
Chapter 756 

 

“Who?”As they entered the twenty underground levels, an early innate savage discovered Omi and 

Samira. 

 

Early Innate?So weak, so weak. 

 

“Bang.”Omi shot the savage unconscious in the blink of an eye. 

 

Omi didn’t kill the savage because, they were too low level, Omi didn’t have any desire to kill them, 

killing such a low level savage would instead be too much for his conscience. 

 

Omi went straight to the twenty-fifth floor of the underground and went straight to the chamber of one 

of the strongest savages. 

 

That strongest savage was still closing his eyes and cultivating. 

 

“Stop cultivating and open your eyes.”Suddenly, there was a voice in his ears. 

 

This savage opened his eyes abruptly and was shocked to see that at some point, two people had not 

only entered the ground, but had also come to his secret room and were standing in front of him, and 

he, surprisingly, felt nothing. 

 “Pay your respects to senior.”This strongest savage kneeled in panic and didn’t bother to see Omi’s 

appearance, perhaps in his eyes humans all looked the same. 

 

“Oh, you actually have some eyesight, you might as well raise your head and look at me.”Omi said. 

 



That strongest savage raised his head, looked carefully, and was shocked, “It’s you.” One second to 

remember to read the book 

 

“Hahaha, you even recognized me, yes, it’s me, this Savage Clan Leader, it’s been a long time, the realm 

hasn’t even improved at all, Iron Tree Heart wasted on you savages, what a waste.”Omi smiled. 

 

The Savage Clan Chief’s face was terrified and unbelievable, before he could tear people apart with one 

hand, but now, it was countless times stronger than him all, suddenly, this Savage Clan Chief felt a 

sadness inside, why should the gap between people be so wide. 

 

“What are you still doing in my Savage Tribe?You’ve stolen all the iron tree hearts of my savage tribe, 

aren’t you satisfied yet?”The Savage said angrily. 

 

“Bang.”Omi kicked him away. 

 

“Be careful with what you say to your seniors, don’t yell, even if I were to exterminate your tribe now, it 

would be easy, understand?”After Omi finished speaking, he walked to a stone wall and skillfully opened 

a hidden box on top of it. 

 

The savage clan leader saw that Omi was so skilled, he already knew that he must have done it himself 

the last time he lost the Iron Tree Heart. 

 

Omi opened the box, but unfortunately, there was no Iron Tree Heart in the box. 

 

It was also true that this Savage Clan Chief couldn’t be so stupid as to hide Iron Tree Heart here again, of 

course, provided there was still Iron Tree Heart. 

 

Omi walked up to the Savage Clan Chief and asked, “Honestly, does your Savage Tribe still have Iron 

Tree Heart?” 



 

“Hmph, where are the Iron Tree Hearts when you’ve already stolen them.” 

 

“Oh yeah, you better not lie to me.” 

 

“Why would I lie to you.” 

 

Omi immediately used a lullaby on the Savage Clan Leader. 

 

In the blink of an eye, the Savage Clan Chief was bewitched by Omi. 

 

Omi asked, “Let me ask you, your Savage Tribe, is the last bit of the Iron Tree Heart that I stole from you 

last time really the last bit?” 

 

“Yes.”The Savage Clan Chief said with dull eyes. 

 

Omi was disappointed that he hadn’t obtained even one, what a wasted trip. 

 

“You Savage Tribe, you really don’t have a single iron tree heart?”Don Zimmer asked again. 

 

“Theoretically, 

 

Yes, we lost a lot in that theft, but we found it in the suicide note left behind by the old patriarch in the 

past, and the old patriarch said that there was still an iron tree heart hidden in the eighth generation 

saint ancestor’s tomb.” 

 

Omi was delighted inside, but he hadn’t traveled for nothing. 



 

“Quickly take me to find it.” 

 

“Can’t find it.” 

 

“Why can’t you find it?” 

 

“That’s just what the old chief’s suicide note said, there’s no way to prove if it’s true or not, and, our 

Savage Tribe, no one even knows where the eighth generation Saint Ancestor’s tomb is, the eighth 

generation Saint Ancestor or the era, it’s been over six hundred years from now at least.The wrath of six 

hundred years ago, God knows where, these days, the higher-ups of our Savage Tribe, are also studying 

this matter, trying to find out the tomb of the eighth generation Saint Ancestor.” 

 

Omi snapped his fingers, and that Savage Clan leader immediately sobered up, he still didn’t know what 

had happened.When he came to his senses, the figures of Omi and Samira had already disappeared. 

 

“Are we leaving just like that?He said if you can’t find the grave, you won’t find it?”Samira asked. 

 

Omi laughed, “No, I’m going to think of a way to find this tomb now.” 

 

“How are you going to find it if they can’t even find it themselves?” 

 

“Well, naturally I have a way, they savages, using their eyes how not to know how to find, and me, why 

not go and hire a professional exploration team to help?They have a lot of advanced detection 

equipment and instruments, and with the help of these technological instruments, it’s not difficult to 

locate a tomb.Since this eighth generation Saint Ancestor’s tomb has an iron tree heart hidden in it, then 

it must not be an ordinary place, I think his tomb should be in a very hard and strange geological place, it 

definitely cannot be in a soft mud layer of geology.” 

 



“Well, I hope you can actually find it.” 

 

Omi immediately returned to the city and found an excellent geological exploration team with 

professional equipment, a professional team, and a university professor who specialized in geological 

structures. 

 

It was already a week later when the group arrived at the Savage Tribe again, and Omi estimated that 

they would be delayed in their journey to Martial Island, but if they could really find Tie Shuxin, it would 

all be worth it.Although the Iron Tree Heart was no longer useful to Omi’s realm, and Omi would not be 

able to break through a realm even if he took a hundred Iron Tree Hearts, it would be better for Omi to 

suck in the spiritual energy of two more strong people. 

 

However, Omi could help his loved ones, and if he had an Iron Tree Heart, Omi could even help Liu 

Chenming.The higher the realm, the longer the life, this was something that everyone knew, even if the 

realm was empty, then at least it had gained a life span. 

 

“Professor Nic, just search this area of the mountain, you take your team and search carefully, your 

people must not run around, there are many savages underneath this mountain, running around I can’t 

guarantee that I won’t be killed by savages, wait until I’m ready before you guys can go 

underground.”Omi instructed. 

 

“Okay.” 

 

Omi made sure to ensure the safety of these exploration team members, this was a savage tribe after 

all, however, Omi was confident that he could guarantee their safety. 

 

After giving his instructions, Omi asked Samira to get close to protect the exploration team while Omi 

entered the ground. 

 

“Savage Clan Chief, I’m here again.” 

 



“Hmph, haven’t you given up yet?I told you, there’s no more Iron Tree Heart here.” 

 

Omi smiled, “Savage Clan Chief, I have brought human professional technicians with me this time for the 

purpose of searching out your Savage Tribe, the tomb of the eighth generation Saint Ancestor, now, you 

immediately order down, during my people’s search, any of you Savages, if you attack my people, then I 

will exterminate your tribe.” 
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“What, you, how do you know about the eighth generation Saint Ancestor?” 

 

“Hmph, don’t care how I know, you immediately organize a meeting of all the innate executives of the 

Savage Tribe right now.” 

 

Half an hour later, all the innate high-ups of the Savage Tribe were gathered in the Savage Chief’s 

chamber. 

 

In total, there were eighteen innate savages. 

 

Omi first gave these eighteen savages a hard lesson to instill fear in them, then threatened them that he 

would not allow any savage to obstruct the work of his exploration team, if any savage dared to harm 

the exploration team, then Omi would kill all the savage tribes.They all trembled in fear and immediately 

ordered them to go down. 

 

Only then did Omi allow the exploration team to enter the underground, but there were many of them 

who were too frightened to go down after seeing the terrifying savages, and Omi repeatedly assured 

them that he would ensure their safety. 

 

Just like this, Omi’s exploration team was in full swing. 



 

In the blink of an eye, ten days passed, this matter wasn’t so easy, and it was expected that preparations 

would have to be made for a long exploration. 

 

Those savages, perhaps shocked by Omi, so although they often ran out to scare the exploration team, 

from time to time behind the gloom, looking at the exploration team with angry and hateful eyes, but, 

never did anything, but the exploration team was really scared enough. 

 

Omi and Samira were living in a thatched hut near the savage tribe, this thatched hut used to be lived by 

that old man called Yuan Ling and his granddaughter, they might not have come back here since that 

time, so there were a lot of weeds growing. 

 

“Mr. Tang, it’s bad, something’s happened.” First URL m.kanshu8.net 

 

One morning, Omi was entwined with Samira when there was a loud shout from outside. 

 

Omi busily ran out. 

 

“What’s happened?” 

 

“Professor Nicholas is dead.” 

 

Omi’s eyebrows furrowed, Professor Nic was the leader of this exploration team, the most professional 

talent who was central to finding the tomb of the eighth generation holy ancestor. 

 

“What happened?” 

 



“We don’t know, we suddenly found out today that Professor Nicole is dead, you should go and check it 

out, now that group of exploration team is yelling that they don’t want to take the job.” 

 

Omi immediately flew up and went to the mountain where the Savage Tribe was, and sure enough, that 

group of exploration team was packing up their things and preparing to withdraw. 

 

“Everyone, wait for a moment.”Omi busily shouted. 

 

“Senior Tang, I’m sorry, Professor Nicholas died, somehow, this place is just too scary, we really can’t 

stay any longer, we’ll go crazy if we stay any longer, please let us go.”A lieutenant said. 

 

Omi went up and examined Professor Nic, Professor Nic had a dark face, and Omi couldn’t examine 

what it was because of which he died. 

 

However, Omi remembered one thing, that was, this savage tribe, they were good at a kind of poison, 

this poison was so terrifying that even an innate expert could be paralyzed by it, and the innate abstruse 

energy of an innate expert could be corrupted. 

 

If Omi wasn’t wrong, Professor Nicole must have been hit by this poison from the Savage Tribe. 

 

Omi was furious inside. 

 

He warned any of the savage tribesmen not to harm the exploration team, but he didn’t expect that 

they would secretly poison Professor Nicu, preferring other 

 

No one is poisoned, the most important core person, Professor Nic, is poisoned, and they think that this 

is so that the Don doesn’t know that they did it? 

 



Omi said to the members of the exploration team who were withdrawing, “Guys, I’ll give you three 

times the price, is it okay to keep working?” 

 

“Senior, it’s not that we won’t help you, and it’s not the price, Professor Nic died somehow, we really 

don’t dare anymore, no matter how much money we have, we still have to have our lives to spend ah.” 

 

“Professor Nic didn’t die somehow, he was poisoned by the savages.” 

 

“Senior Tang, didn’t you say that the savages won’t attack us?”The crowd said. 

 

“Yes, that’s why the savages poisoned Professor Nic to try to stop me from finding the grave, these 

savages, they think I won’t know?That’s so naive, it looks like I have to give them a little taste of what 

I’m talking about or they’ll really think I’m joking.Everyone, don’t worry about staying, this will never 

happen again, I promise.Also, I’ll raise the price to ten times for you guys for this mission, what does ten 

times mean?Meaning that if you succeed, each of you will receive 100 million Lucite coins.Ladies and 

Gentlemen, the rich and the famous, many of you are students at the Exploration University, if you 

succeed, you will become billionaires before you graduate, better than those who struggle to find a job 

after graduation, right?” 

 

Many people were tempted to get rich and famous. 

 

“Senior, can you really ensure that we won’t be attacked again?” 

 

“I promise, absolutely not anymore.” 

 

“Good, then let’s stay and work, Professor Nic left the drawings before, we followed him for so long that 

we were able to continue working even though he’s dead.” 

 

“Thank you guys, then keep working, it’s time for me to go down and warn these savages.” 



 

Omi entered the ground. 

 

“Pfft.” 

 

“Pfft.” 

 

“Pfftch.”Omi slashed one at a time, constantly slashing the savages. 

 

Omi had said that he would kill all the savages if they dared to harm the exploration team, Omi now 

started to kill them one by one, but Omi didn’t really intend to kill them, at least a few hundred of them 

to scare the savages, otherwise they would think that Omi was joking, and there would be another time. 

 

Omi quickly killed seventy to eighty savages now, regardless of their strength, slashing and killing them 

when he saw them. 

 

At this moment, in the ground. 

 

“It’s not good, Clan Chief, it’s not good.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” 

 

“It’s bad, chief, that human is slaughtering our clan.” 

 

“Ah, what’s going on?” 

 

“It’s like he found out we poisoned it.” 



 

“How did they find out?” 

 

“Clan leader, what now?He’s starting from the first level and keeps slashing and killing our tribe, and 

now he’s already killed seventy to eighty of them, what should we do, he doesn’t really want to 

exterminate our tribe, does he?” 

 

“Ahhhh.”The savage chief was furious, but yet, he felt so powerless, it was all his own fault, thinking that 

he had quietly let that professor get poisoned to death, and they couldn’t continue if the professor died, 

and God didn’t know, but he was so naive, and God didn’t know, but now it was good that Omi started 

slaughtering the savages. 

 

Omi was in the middle of a massacre of savages when more than a dozen savages innately rushed up 

and shouted, “Senior, show mercy.” 
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“Senior, show mercy.” 

 

Omi remained regardless, desperately slashing and killing the savages, while they, however, were 

helpless. 

 

“Senior, I’m kneeling to you, I know I’m wrong, I know I’m wrong.”The savage chief cried out and 

kneeled down, and the rest of the savage innate also kneeled down. 

 

Omi stopped and said, “I told you long ago that whoever dares to harm my exploration team members, I 

will exterminate your entire clan, you forced me to do this yourselves.” 

 

“Senior, I know I’m wrong.” 



 

“Can one sentence of knowing one’s mistakes be worth one life of Professor Nic?One of Professor Nicu’s 

lives is too worthless, even though he’s not a martial arts practitioner, he’s at least a professor at a 

university.” 

 

“Senior, you can say what you want, as long as you can spare our savage race.” 

 

Omi said, “Okay, first, let one of you savages innately come out to pay for his death, and second, from 

now on, no more harassing the members of the exploration team or coming out behind their backs to 

scare them.” 

 

“This.” 

 

“I know you guys can’t decide to let that innate expert come out to pay for his death, so you’re it.”Omi’s 

hand pointed to one of the late innate savage strongmen, who was the third strongest member of their 

tribe. 

 

“Ah.” Remember the URL .kanshu8.net 

 

“Pfft.”Before he could react, Omi killed him. 

 

“Oooooh.”A group of savages cried out. 

 

Omi snorted, “I hope you remember what I said, otherwise, it won’t be these savages who will die, 

hmmm, remove these corpses quickly, don’t affect the work of the exploration team.” 

 

Omi turned around and walked away, believing that after this time, the savages wouldn’t dare to harm 

the members of the exploration team again, and Omi could rest assured. 

 



Just like that, in a blink of an eye, two months had passed. 

 

“Alas, it’s been two months, why haven’t we found it yet, Omi, will it be a bamboo basket with nothing 

to show for it ah, if it wasn’t for this delay, we would have gone to Martial Island long ago.” 

 

Omi said, “Iron Tree Heart is at least one of the extinct heavenly treasures, don’t you have this much 

patience?Besides, the Martial Arts Academy is now on summer vacation, and since that’s the case, I’m 

not in a hurry to get there.” 

 

“Alright.” 

 

As much as Omi wanted to go and meet up with his relatives, Omi had to be here in town. 

 

Omi was making this battle a bit too big now, and the exploration team that had been invited with 100 

million each would definitely be in trouble if they were discovered by other strong people. 

 

Omi’s worries really weren’t superfluous. 

 

At this moment, in the nearest city to the Savage Tribe, the Gilded City. 

 

A certain hotel. 

 

“Your Highness, the latest news, Professor Nicholas was killed by the savages, Omi killed many savages 

to deter that tribe, and now the exploration team is back to work.”An innate perfect man reported. 

 

A middle-aged man in a suit with a moustache took a sip of doubled tea and asked, “Professor Nicholas 

is dead, will this affect their search for Iron Tree Heart?” 

 



“I’m not sure about that.” 

 

“Then let’s think of a way to send a geology professor to blend in, let’s pretend that professor is passing 

by, incomparably we need to make sure they can find Iron Treeheart.” 

 

“My lord, that would be too rash, since they continue to work, that means their professor is dead and 

won’t be affected.We rashly let a professor blend in to help, just in case we make that Omi suspicious 

ah.” 

 

“In that case, let’s wait.” 

 

“Yes, then I’ll always supervise the overseer, my bird monitor, they won’t be able to find out.” 

 

“Go ahead.” 

 

That middle-aged man’s eyes flashed 

 

A contemptuous smile, he wanted a yellow sparrow to catch a mantis. 

 

He was the prince of the Glazed Kingdom, and I’m sure he’ll be able to get past making all of Omi’s 

efforts go to waste, unless, there really can’t dig up the iron tree heart there, then consider Omi’s life 

great. 

 

Omi was wary, but he didn’t know that the birds flying in the sky had tiny cameras strapped to their 

bodies, which were bird monitors, and who would know about that in a normal person? 

 

And so, two more months passed. 

 



Finally, the emperor was not disappointed. 

 

“Seniors, seniors.” 

 

One morning, when Omi and Shangguan Zuo were entwined again, someone shouted outside again. 

 

Omi was really depressed, why did they come to disturb every time they were entwined. 

 

“What for?” 

 

“Senior, go take a look, we’ve found something.” 

 

“Good.”Omi immediately rushed off and entered the ground. 

 

At this time, a bird hovered in the sky. 

 

As he entered the 10th level of the underground, Omi came to the place where the savages were eating 

the cauldron. 

 

“Is there anything special here?”Omi asked, this place, Omi had been here before, the wild people threw 

the captured beasts into a big furnace to burn them and eat them together after they were cooked. 

 

“Senior, look, this is very hard black diamond, this black diamond is very, very hard, normal tools can’t 

destroy it.” 

 

The men of the exploration team shaved away the gray carbon of the big fireplace, and there was 

indeed a black, hard stone underneath. 



 

The new captain of the exploration team said, “Senior Tang, the entire piece of black diamond is about 

one meter long, 80 centimeters wide, and 60 centimeters high, although the size is small, but after our 

equipment testing, this is a hollow black diamond.” 

 

“A hollow one?” 

 

“Yes, to put it simply, this is a sealed box made of black diamond.We found it when we scanned the 

internal structure with our instruments, and we also found that there were bones in the sealed space 

inside this black diamond, and if we’re not mistaken, they’re the bones of a savage.This is the scan 

photo we took when we scanned the internal structure.” 

 

Omi immediately took the photo, even though it was a black and white color photo, Omi still saw 

something similar to bones, but of course, the most important thing wasn’t that, but rather, Omi saw a 

piece of something one by one. 

 

“What is this?”Omi asked, this grain by grain, if it was an iron tree heart, but it was obviously not this 

small, the iron tree heart was at least the size of a pigeon egg, but this thing, it was only the size of a 

soybean. 

 

“Senior Tang, we don’t know about this thing, but we’re guessing that it’s something like a fruit, and it’s 

obviously dried fruit, you might as well look closely, it kind of presents the shape of a heart.” 

 

“Ah.”Omi’s body trembled, and upon closer inspection, it was true that the grain by grain, the size of a 

soybean, was indeed heart-like in appearance. 

 

Wasn’t an iron tree heart a heart-like shape?Is this grain by grain really the heart of an iron tree?A wind-

dried iron heart? 

 

Omi was delighted inside, nearly half a year of hard work had finally not been in vain, inside this sealed 

black diamond, one grain at a time, many, many grains. 



 

“How many are there in this one grain by one grain?”Omi’s voice shook a bit as he asked. 

 

“I didn’t count it exactly, but I think it’s no less than a thousand grains.” 

 

“What? A thousand, a thousand.”Omi’s heart was about to jump out of his chest, a thousand iron tree 

hearts, what concept was this? 

 

“I just said a thousand, I didn’t say for sure, maybe two thousand grains isn’t out of the question, after 

all we’ve only scanned one side, we can’t know exactly yet.” 

 

“Alright, let’s call it a day.”Omi was so happy inside, so many Iron Tree Hearts, he could train almost 

everyone he knew into innate experts. 
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“Senior, how do you carry this black diamond out?” 

 

“This is simple, I’ll do it.” 

 

“Senior, you may not know that this black diamond is very, very dense, and with this little bit of black 

diamond, it’s estimated to weigh no less than ten thousand kilograms.” 

 

“What? It’s so heavy.”Omi was shocked. 

 

“Oh, that’s why I asked how it should be carried out.” 

 



“Ten thousand kilograms?It’s dense and extremely hard, this is a top-grade material for making 

weapons.”Omi muttered inside, perhaps, this black diamond’s itself was a treasure, excellent for forging 

swords. 

 

It was just that it was too heavy, and ordinary people wouldn’t use this material to create weapons. 

 

Omi leaned down and tried to forcefully pull out this black diamond sealed tomb, but unfortunately, it 

was too difficult, Omi tried several times without success. 

 

“Senior, let’s dig this out first, it’s better to transport it.” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

It took the members of the exploration team half an hour to dig out the black diamond tomb. One 

second to remember to read the book 

 

“Phew.”Omi took a deep breath. 

 

Ten thousand pounds, and I don’t know if I can hold it. 

 

“Yah yah yah.”Omi held the black diamond on both sides with both hands, then held his strength to lift 

up. 

 

Finally, Omi picked up the Black Diamond. 

 

“Wow.”The group of people from the exploration team all exclaimed incomparably, such a heavy black 

diamond was actually being held up by Omi. 

 



Omi held the black diamond by himself and walked up step by step. 

 

“Senior, come on.” 

 

Omi was so tired that he was going to fall down, after all, not everyone could lift 10,000 pounds, and 

that group of exploration team was admired to death. 

 

“Hoo, hoo, hoo.”Omi breathed heavily, step by step, and finally slowly made his way to the ground. 

 

It was indeed very, very heavy at first, but slowly got more comfortable later on, so it wasn’t as hard as it 

was initially, though it was still so heavy. 

 

Omi suddenly had a thought inside, “If I make this black diamond into a heavy sword, and then use the 

heavy sword to perform the sword combination, then how powerful is it?” 

 

Omi was crazy over this idea. 

 

Ten thousand pounds of heavy sword, if it hadn’t come across such an excellent material like black 

diamond, I’m afraid that there would be no way in the world to have such a heavy sword, such a heavy 

sword. 

 

“Haha, I will definitely create my heavy sword, perhaps this black diamond means more to me than the 

iron tree heart sealed inside, 10,000 pounds of sword, hehe.”Omi felt a little excited just thinking about 

it, looking forward to the day this heavy sword would be born. 

 

Omi held the black diamond with difficulty as he fantasized, finally reaching the ground. 

 



“Bang.”Omi placed the black diamond heavily on the ground, his entire body was tired to the point of 

wasting away, in the past, if he had really created this heavy sword, he would have needed a long period 

of time to practice. 

 

“Congratulations senior, you have finally obtained what you wanted, we have lasted more than half a 

year and have also completed this mission.”The people from the exploration team applauded in 

celebration. 

 

Omi said, “My friends, thank you for completing the mission for me, then it’s time to honor what I 

promised you in the beginning.” 

 

Omi called out to Samira, who came up and took out a stack of bank cards from his body. 

 

Omi. 

 

Dao: “This stack of bank cards, each with a hundred million dollars in deposits, and all six zeros in the 

password, now one for each of you, and of course, those lieutenants, two for each of you, come and 

collect them one by one, starting this way.” 

 

“Thanks.”The people from the exploration team excitedly received the bank cards given to them by Omi. 

 

“Alright, your mission is over, you can leave anytime.” 

 

“Senior, do we still have to help carry this out then?” 

 

“Oh, thanks, no thanks, I’ll figure out the black diamond myself, I’ll take care of the rest.” 

 

The exploration team packed up their tools and happily boarded a few helicopters and left. 



 

Omi wanted to use the helicopters for transport, but on second thought, he’d rather carry it himself, as 

he wanted to forge a heavy sword anyway, and sooner or later he’d have to carry something so heavy, 

so he might as well start exercising now. 

 

Omi forcefully resisted the black diamond on his shoulder, the underground tunnel was short just now, 

so he could only hold it, now it was a lot easier to resist on his shoulder. 

 

“Why don’t you let the helicopter transport it?”Samira asked. 

 

“I want to use this black diamond to create a heavy sword, so sooner or later I’ll have to travel with such 

a heavy sword on my shoulders, I can’t use consignment every time I go out, right?” 

 

“You’re crazy, didn’t you hear those experts say that this black diamond has to weigh over ten thousand 

kilograms, how can you use such a heavy sword when you can hardly lift it?It’s likely that you’ll be killed 

before you even lift it up.” 

 

“Hahaha, you’re right, but have you ever thought about it, if I once lift it up, try to imagine, who can 

stop me?Ten thousand pounds smashed down, an ordinary person, just smashed him into a meat pie.” 

 

“Then you have to have that much strength.” 

 

“Since I was able to carry ten thousand pounds up from the ground, it’s enough to show that I have the 

strength, I won’t lie to you, although I’m quite handsome, I’ve always been a power fierce man okay, 

you know, hehehehe.”Omi’s ambiguous eyes winked at Samira. 

 

“Nasty.”Samira blushed and glared at Omi. 

 

Just then, Omi suddenly shouted, “There’s a powerful momentum approaching ahead.” 



 

“Ah, there?”Samira, however, hadn’t seen it yet. 

 

Omi’s senses were very sensitive. 

 

“It seems that my worries were not unnecessary, as expected, we made such a big commotion, we must 

have alerted some people, mantis catching yellow sparrows behind ah.”Omi’s heart was furious, and he 

didn’t know how strong the visitors were. 

 

A few seconds later, a group of people flew in from afar, yes, a group of people, and when you counted 

them down, there were at least a hundred of them. 

 

“Oh my god, how could there be so many people?”Samira was greatly shocked. 

 

“If I’m not mistaken, the yellow bird in the back this time must have a big origin, and to be able to send 

out so many people, it’s either the Liuli Kingdom’s high ranking officials or some clan power.” 

 

“Hurry up and escape.” 

 

“I can’t escape, this black diamond is so heavy, it’s hard for me to carry it, how can I escape, unless I 

drop this thing, but I’ve worked so hard and spent so much energy and money to get it, how can I give it 

up to someone else.” 

 

As he said that, a group of people flew up, led by a gorgeously dressed middle-aged man, whose realm 

was the middle stage of the Unity Realm, around the second level of the middle stage. 

 

Right now, Omi hadn’t broken through to the Unity Realm yet, only half a foot in, his highest fighting 

power was being able to fight with the early third layer of the Unity Realm, and winning or losing 



couldn’t be guaranteed, so facing this middle second layer of the Unity Realm, Omi could say that he had 

no resistance whatsoever. 
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Moreover, it was still a group of people who came, and among this group of people, apart from the 

leader who was in the middle of the Unity Realm, there were five others who were in the early stages of 

the Unity Realm, ranging from the initial layer to the peak, and the rest were all Innate Great Perfection 

as well as Innate Perfection, adding up to hundreds of people. 

 

“Hmph.”The leader of that mid Unity Realm snorted, his tone very contemptuous, and said, “Thank you 

for helping me dig out the treasure.” 

 

Omi said, “I dug it out.” 

 

“Hahaha, Omi isn’t it, I admire your courage to actually say that.I’ve been watching you for months, this 

is the Glazed Kingdom, this is something from the Glazed Kingdom, you wouldn’t be naive enough to 

want to move back to the Yanhuang Empire.” 

 

Omi clenched his teeth and said, “Who are you?Why do you know about this.” 

 

“For the sake of your hard digging for me, I don’t mind telling you my identity, I’m the prince of the 

Glazed Kingdom, the Sovereign of the Glazed Kingdom, and my cousin.As for why I know, hehe, there is 

no impermeable wall in the world, and of course, I have to thank this subordinate for reporting it 

meritoriously.” 

 

Omi followed that prince’s gaze and saw an acquaintance, who was currently dodging Omi’s gaze. 

 

“It’s you.”Omi was furious, that person was the old man that Omi had teamed up with in the beginning, 

called Yuan Ling, Omi’s lullaby was also taught by him, Omi did not expect that he would report it. 



 

“Little Brother Tang, I’m sorry, I’m from the Liuli Kingdom after all.” 

 

Omi snorted, “Old friend Yuanling, I thought, we are friends now, but I didn’t expect that you would 

betray me in order to curry favor with the Upper Prince, don’t talk to me about people from the Glazed 

Kingdom.” 

 

The old man also tore his face off and snorted, “Omi, don’t you dare play this game, do you take me as a 

friend?You came to the Savage Tribe to dig for treasure, and if you really thought of me as a friend, you 

should have invited me along, but did you?You did not.To be honest, I happened to come over here a 

few months ago for a spin, and I found you living in that thatched house I used to live in, but 

unfortunately, your strength has soared, and I’m now as weak as an ant before you, and I’m in no 

position to ask for a partnership with you, and I can only report you to the Prince of Guards.” First URL 
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Omi took a deep breath. 

 

That prince laughed, “Yuanling, you did the right thing, you reported it with merit, from now on, you are 

one of the trusted subordinates of this prince, from now on, serve this king well.” 

 

“Yes, your majesty.”The old man said excitedly. 

 

“Go, move my treasures away.” 

 

“Yes.”The Yuan Ling old man immediately came up and walked up to Omi, without looking at him, and 

leaned down to move it away. 

 

However, the lines didn’t move. 

 



“What’s going on?” 

 

“Your Highness, this thing is so heavy, I can’t move it.” 

 

The prince gave a command and ordered a few more people to go up and move it together. 

 

In the end, seven or eight people moved it at the same time, which was how the black diamond was 

removed. 

 

“Go.”That prince gave a greeting and moved the black diamond away. 

 

Omi didn’t stop it. 

 

In this situation, if he still stopped it, it would be self-defeating, he was no match for just that one 

prince, not to mention the hundreds of people here. 

 

Samira sighed, “Forget it, it’s better than having no life, if you dare to stop them from moving away, the 

two of us will definitely die here today.” 

 

“Six months of hard work, and as a result, it’s cheap.”Omi stomped his foot in anger. 

 

“What can we do, life is not as good as it should be, living is better than anything, this diamond is so 

hard, it’s not so easy to open if they move back.” 
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sp;Omi looked at the distant sky, a group of people who gradually disappeared, the more he thought 

about it, the more he felt suffocated, but, he was powerless. 

 

Samira said, “Let’s go, forget about this matter, go to the Martial Arts Academy, for this matter, delayed 

for half a year.” 

 

Something suddenly flashed in Omi’s mind. 

 

“What’s wrong with you?Silly?” 

 

“I’m feeling a little off.” 

 

“What do you mean?” 

 

“Think about it, this is the tomb of the Savage Clan’s eighth generation Saint Ancestor, it’s reasonable to 

say that it shouldn’t be so easily won, their Savage Clan’s eighth generation Saint Ancestor, it’s not like 

they didn’t do anything to hoodwink it.”Omi said. 

 

“What exactly are you trying to say?” 

 

“Samira, I suddenly have a hunch that it shouldn’t be so easy to dig out, let’s go, let’s go underground 

and look at it again.” 

 

“Oh.” 

 

Omi and Samira immediately entered the underground again and arrived at the place where the black 

diamond had just been dug out. 

 



Omi picked up a hoe and continued to dig down at the place where he had just dug out the black 

diamond. 

 

“Omi, what exactly do you still want to dig for?” 

 

Without uttering a word, Omi dug and dug, and continued to dig down for about three meters at the 

place where he had just been, when suddenly the hoe touched something hard, made of iron, and broke 

off. 

 

Omi immediately used his hand to dig, and in the next moment, a black stone was presented before his 

eyes. 

 

This black stone was the same as the black diamond just now. 

 

“Ah, another piece of black diamond?No way, there are two?”Samira was surprised. 

 

Omi laughed, “You’re wrong, not two, it’s one, the black diamond that was just dug out, the iron tree 

heart inside is definitely fake, this is the one that the savage ancestors used to hoodwink others, the 

true eighth generation saint ancestor’s tomb.” 

 

“No way.”Samira was incredulous, the ancestors of the Savage Clan were also too good at hoodwinking 

people, if the tomb was robbed, the tomb robber would leave with the fake one in high spirits, but the 

real one was deeper. 

 

Omi quickly dug out the real eighth generation Saint Ancestor’s tomb, which was exactly the same in 

appearance as the one just now, except that it was twice as big as the one just now. 

 

In other words, this one real Saint Ancestor’s Tomb was more than twice as heavy as the fake one just 

now, weighing in at over 20,000 pounds. 



 

“One, two, three, one, two, three, one, two, three.”Omi tried hard to hug it, but it was too heavy, this 

one real one, about two meters in length, taller than Omi man ah. 

 

“It’s too heavy to hold up.”Omi said helplessly. 

 

“What then?” 

 

“Cool it, hug it even if you can’t, drag it to the ground, and get out of here as soon as you can.” 

 

“I’ll help, then.” 

 

“No, you’re a woman, you can have a few hundred pounds of strength, 20,000 pounds over here, don’t 

even think about it.”Omi dragged and dragged hard, it took an hour, finally, Omi dragged the 20,000 

kilograms, out ten meters. 

 

“Ahhhh, it took me an hour to drag it out ten meters, oh my god.”Omi was going to collapse, it was so 

heavy, even if it was dragged to the ground it couldn’t be moved, I’m afraid I’d have to hire a big truck to 

transport it, but this was a wild mountain range, what big truck could come in. 

 

At that moment, the leader of the Savage Clan came up and said, “Senior, you can’t haul it away.” 

 

Omi snorted, “Then I’ll destroy it.” 

 

“Senior, why are you so stubborn.” 


